EXPLORE AND EMBRACE A SPECIAL WILD PLACE
Each year, the Canadian Wildlife Federation selects a
wildlife topic as the focus for National Wildlife Week.
This year we feature “Explore and Embrace a Special
Wild Place.” By using this year’s teaching unit, you can
help students discover their own special wild spaces,
where they can explore their relationship with the
wild and find whatever they need—a sense of peace,
joy, belonging, rejuvenation, and of appreciation for
“wildness.” As they come to know the wild creatures
that share their space, they’ll discover that, although
such places provide sanctuary, they also need our protection, whether they are tiny, personal, wild spaces or
large parks and officially protected areas.

WHAT’S IN THIS UNIT?
• Hands-on, student-centred activities from
Kindergarten to Grade 12.
• Themed lesson plans that provide background information and are curriculum-linked, classroom-ready,
and fun.
• All activities may be used for a culminating event
such as a celebration or festival (see Activity 7 on
page 22).
• A colourful game board and poster.
• Links to complementary CWF programs, resources,
and materials, such as Project WILD.
• Links to supporting Web sites of CWF and partners.
The WILD Education Web site (see www.wildeducation.org) supports this teaching unit.

EDUCATIONAL APPROACH
This unit is designed for use in part or its entirety,
depending on your available time and your curriculum
needs (see Table 1 for general curriculum links).

BASIC CONCEPTS
The unit and learning outcomes are based on the
following key principles:
• A student’s special wild space can be defined on a
personal level that depends on his or her values.
• A simple reflective process helps students deepen
their connection to their special wild space.
• Students want to protect what they care about.
• Working together, people can protect wild spaces
unofficially through their own actions or officially
through designation, regulation, and management
involving non-government and government organizations.
• People must protect the integrity of special wild
spaces to maintain genetic, species, and ecosystem
biodiversity.
• Protected areas provide essential habitat for wildlife.
• Protected areas are also necessary to maintain essential
ecological functions such as water and nutrient cycles.
• Protected areas are important to people for recreational, cultural, and spiritual reasons.
• Protected areas and their wildlife are threatened by
human activities, including pollution, litter, and
development.
• In Canada, special areas are protected at a variety of
levels and through a variety of approaches (local to
national, private stewardship to federal government,
wildlife sanctuary to recreational park).
• People of all ages can enjoy Canada’s protected
areas by visiting them personally or virtually (e.g.,
through magazines, books, and the Web).
• People of all ages can act to protect special wild
spaces in Canada; protection begins with shared
awareness and celebration.

We begin by helping students make connections to
small, local spaces that are special to them and to
wildlife. Then we extend the concept, helping students discover places that are regionally, nationally, or
even globally special for wildlife. Note: In this unit,
wildlife is defined as all non-domesticated living
organisms. It includes vertebrate animals (mammals,
birds, fish, amphibians, and reptiles), invertebrate
animals, vascular plants, algae, fungi, and all other
wild living organisms.
As students move through the lessons, they produce
artwork, writing, and other pieces that communicate
about and celebrate their special wild spaces. These
provide the materials for an exciting, culminating
event in which the students play a strong leadership
role using the organizational aids we’ve included here.
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TABLE 1: CURRICULUM LINKS CHART
The activities in this unit provide learning outcomes for the following subject areas and strands.
Section

Activity

Section 1
Your Special Space

Activity 1 Activity 2
Discover and Protecting
Explore a
Our Special
Special Space
Spaces
K—12
4—12

Grade Level
Subject and Strand
Science and Technology
Exploring the World
With Our Senses
Needs and Characteristics
of Living Things
Habitats and Communities
Diversity of Life
Interactions Within Ecosystems
Sustainability of Ecosystems
Interactions Among Living Things
Social Studies, History, and Geography
Canada and World Connections
Patterns in Physical Geography
Human-Environment Interactions
Global Connections
Civics—Active Citizenship;
Leadership
Visual Arts/Media Arts
Sketching
Media Arts
Language
Reading
Writing
Oral and Visual Communication
Physical Education
Active Participation

Section 2
Protected Places
of Canada

Activity 3
Connecting
Special
Spaces
3—12

Activity 4
Place That
Space!
4—12

Activity 5
Create
a Wild
Adventure
6—12

X

Section 4
Students
Celebrate
Special
Wild
Places
Activity 7
A Special
Wild Places
Festival
K—12

X

X
X
X

X
X

X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X

Section 3
Let’s
Protect
Special
Wild
Places
Activity 6
Become a
WILD
School
K—12

X

X
X

X

X
X

X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X

X

The WILD Education Web site supports this teaching unit. Visit www.wildeducation.org for more resources.
Explore and Embrace a Special Wild Place
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X
X
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SECTION1: YOUR SPECIAL SPACE
Even the most urbanized among us have—and need—
special wild spaces where we can reconnect with
nature: a quiet nook overlooking a busy birdfeeder or a
favourite walk through a park. Wild animals, too, need
wild spaces. “Space” is where animals meet their other
three basic habitat needs—food, water, and shelter.

CHOOSE A NATURAL PLACE NEARBY

In this section, we will help you facilitate a process for
your students to discover their own special wild spaces
in their immediate world, and to explore their relationships with them. We’ll also explore the concept of
“space” as one of the four habitat needs that all animals, including humans, must meet in order to survive.

• Plan for students’ safety before you take them out.
• Seek parental and administrative permission (in writing) and find out if students have medical conditions
you should prepare for (e.g., allergies).
• Make sure students are dressed appropriately and
that you have adequate supervision, safe transportation routes, a first aid kit, and a contingency plan if
the weather turns bad.
• Consider natural hazards, such as deep or moving
water or extreme weather that might become an
issue when you are out there.
• Seek permission from landowners if you plan to visit
private land.

RESOURCE SHEET 1—
FACILITATING PERSONAL EXPERIENCES IN THE OUTDOORS
People who spend time outside in a natural setting
develop a greater connection to their natural environment and a life-long sense of caring for it. Here are
some basic guidelines for taking students on a local
field trip where they can develop this important personal connection to nature.

HAVE A PURPOSE
Explain to students that this field trip is an educational
activity with a purpose, and that they will be responsible for a project related to it and that they must be
observant of their surroundings.
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Nature can be found almost anyplace where birds fly
and plants grow. However, quiet, green spaces that
are a little on the wild side are best. Choose a place
nearby, such as the schoolyard or a local park.

SAFETY, SUPERVISION, AND LOGISTICS

LEAVE NO TRACE
Consider the capacity of the natural area to withstand
the impact of your activities. The Leave No Trace
Centre for Outdoor Ethics (see www.lnt.org/programs
/index.html) promotes seven principles that help you
reduce your impact, such as:
• Plan ahead and prepare.
• Travel on durable surfaces.
• Dispose of waste properly.
• Leave what you find.
• Respect and do not feed wildlife.
• Be considerate of other visitors.
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SET THE STAGE

DIRECTED ACTIVITIES

Always brief the students on what they are doing,
why, and how. Before the first trip, ask them to talk
about their own enjoyable experiences with nature,
where they occurred, and what made them special.
Have them spend a few minutes thinking about these
experiences individually or in pairs before sharing.

Give students guidelines, such as those listed below,
for exploring the space they have identified as special
to them. If you return frequently, they will develop a
strong relationship with their special space.
• Sensory Experience—Have students record observations based on each of their senses (except taste, for
safety reasons). You may tell them to: Describe what
you see. Close your eyes. Describe what you hear.
Describe what you smell. How do you feel here?
• Inventory—List plants and animals you can find
here. Make a sketch if you can’t identify them. List
the signs that show the presence of animals.
• Object Observation—Choose a tree or other natural
object at your site and describe it, including its smell,
size, shape, colour, special features, and texture.
• Sketching—Do a sketch of your site.
• Mapping—Create a map of your site.
• Journals—Record your thoughts and observations
about your site over several visits.
• Creative Writing—Write a poem about your space,
or a descriptive story about what might have
occurred in your space 200 years ago.

BEGIN SHORT AND SIMPLE
Many students (and teachers) prefer to be moving
rather than sitting quietly, so start a series of outdoor
activities with a short walk of about 10-15 minutes.
You might do this on the way to your field trip site,
having the students walk quietly with no talking.

USE THEMES TO FOCUS STUDENTS
You might ask students to look for specific items related
to a theme. Have them look for signs of wildlife, water
in the landscape, natural things that benefit humans,
places you’d go if you were a rabbit, for example.
Discuss their observations afterwards.

PROGRESS TO EXPLORING A SPECIAL WILD SPACE
Take students to a spot where they can choose a personal place to sit, reflect, and do simple exercises that
you provide. Students should be at least 5 metres
apart, within earshot of the teacher at all times, and
in a location that is easily visible to you. Have students
share their observations. You can repeat this activity at
different times and do different directed activities.

Explore and Embrace a Special Wild Place

SHARE INFORMATION
Have students share their observations and creations
through projects, presentations, classroom or school
bulletin boards, or student-run celebrations.
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ACTIVITY 1: DISCOVER AND EXPLORE A SPECIAL SPACE
LESSON INFORMATION

PROCEDURE

Grade Levels: K–12
Duration: an hour or more in 15–30 minute segments
Group Size: any
Materials: access to a natural outdoor area, clipboards
or notebooks and pencils, Resource Sheet 1, Activity 1
Worksheet
Skills: communicating, creative writing, listing, mapping, observing, sketching
Vocabulary: habitat, mind map, space, wildlife, roosting, reproduction

Part 1: Find a Special Space
1. Introduce the concept of habitat and discuss how
the special wild spaces that make up the students’
habitat enrich their lives. Give the students a few
minutes to brainstorm about enjoyable times they
have spent in nature, where they occurred, and
what made those experiences special.
2. Brief students on safety and expectations, particularly relating to the “leave no trace” approach.
Provide students with a clipboard or notebook, a
pencil, and Activity 1 Worksheet. Then go into the
schoolyard or a nearby local park. Use the walk to
prepare students for a reflective experience.
3. Use the procedure described in Resource Sheet 1
to conduct a simple observation or reflection
activity that enables students to find and explore
a special spot.
4. Debrief the activity. Ask: What attracted you to this
place? How did you feel there? Why is it a valuable
part of your habitat?

SUMMARY
Students take a field trip into the schoolyard or a local
park to find their special wild space and begin to get
to know it. Students use observation and structured
activities to develop a relationship with the space and
record their observations, thoughts, and feelings.

BACKGROUND
See Resource Sheet 1 on page 4 for background on
how to facilitate an outdoor experience.
Space is one of the four basic habitat needs that all
animals must meet, along with food, water, and shelter. Humans are no exception.
From a habitat perspective, space is the territory an
animal needs to survive and thrive. Each type of animal requires very specific amounts and types of space.
For instance, a great blue heron must have a large
wetland space where it can hunt for the right food
(small fish and frogs to eat), find water (salt or fresh
water) that is shallow enough for wading and hunting, and find shelter that includes tall trees along a
shoreline for safe roosting. While they may forage up
to 29 km from their colony, most forage within two to
five kilometres. The space during breeding season
must also include flooded wetlands with large, dead
trees that support the colony’s large nests. Without
these special spaces, reproduction could not succeed.
Most of Canada’s great blue herons, of course, also
need space in a warmer climate during our winter
months, along with a safe travel route to get there.
They need lots of space!
Human populations need spaces to grow and distribute food, spaces to access clean water, and spaces to
build homes to provide shelter. To remain truly
healthy, we all need special spaces that provide something beyond the basics, something to enrich our lives.
For many of us, these are the very wild spaces that
provide the basics for our wildlife friends.
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Part 2: Explore Your Special Wild Space
1. Ask students to spend 15–30 minutes filling out the
Activity 1 Worksheet at their special place.
2. Discuss the experience. Ask:
a. How many different living things use this space?
b. Do they all use the same parts of the space?
c. What do they find here that helps them survive?
d. How do they make your space more special?
Part 3: Share Your Special Space (Optional)
1. Have students create a sketch or map of their space,
marking on features that make the spot special to
them. They can also do sketches, paintings or sculptures, or write poems or stories about their space.
2. Display the creations in classrooms or hallways.

EXTENSIONS
Have students make spring/fall sketch of their spot.

EVALUATION
Students should be able to describe the basic components of habitat and how wild spaces are valuable components of wildlife and human habitat. Students should
demonstrate that they adhered to the “leave no trace”
approach in their treatment of their special space.

FESTIVAL FOLLOW-UP
Students will produce many items for a festival (see
Activity 7 on page 22) such as: poetry and songs, descriptive writing, artwork, models, photographs and tours
of students’ special spaces.
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ACTIVITY 1 WORKSHEET
1. On the left side of your page, sketch your special space from top to bottom. Start with the sky at the top of the page down to
the soil at the bottom (for example, sketch the sky, then tree tops, the tree trunk and any shrubs as you get closer to the
ground, and then anything near or at the ground level).
2. Observe each section of your space. On the right side of your page, sketch wildlife you see using that space. In each case, list
the habitat benefits they receive there (such as food, shelter, water, nesting site). If you cannot see any wildlife, sketch signs of
wildlife you can observe (such as nests and tracks).
3. On the back of the page, take three minutes to list all the benefits you could receive from the living things in this space.

My Sketch of My Special Place
At the sky level

Wildlife in the sky

At the tree level and lower

Wildlife at the tree level and lower

At the ground level

Wildlife at the ground level

Explore and Embrace a Special Wild Place
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ACTIVITY 2: PROTECTING OUR SPECIAL SPACES
LESSON INFORMATION

PROCEDURE

Grade Levels: Grades 3 and up
Duration: 40 minutes
Group Size: 4–5 people
Materials: Story Version 1, Story Version 2
Skills: communicating (oral and written), writing, critical thinking, debating, listening, proposing solutions
Vocabulary: greenbelt, killdeer, pesticide, hawkweed

1. Divide the class into groups of 4–5 students. Give
each group both versions of the story (Discovery in
the Backyard and Mr. Spade Goes to Battle) to read.
For younger grades, you may wish to read the stories to them and deal with each perspective as a
whole group.
2. Assign roughly half of the groups to represent each
of the two perspectives. They should discuss why
they believe their main character’s viewpoint is
right, and what they believe should happen next.
Have them list their arguments and present them to
the class.
3. Have the groups switch perspectives and repeat the
process.
4. Reassemble the class and discuss possible solutions
that both sides would be able to accept. Test proposed solutions by asking the students to think
about each one from the perspective of both characters. Can they accept the solution?
5. Have the students create an ending to the story
that reflects their best solution.

SUMMARY
Students are presented with two conflicting perspectives on how to treat a special wild space. They propose and discuss possible resolutions to the dilemma
and create an ending for the story.

BACKGROUND
Wild animals depend on habitat that provides food,
water, and shelter. A large manicured lawn might
seem beautiful to us, but it has little appeal for
wildlife. A property that combines native flowers,
shrubs, and trees, interspersed with logs and rock
piles, is a wildlife haven. How should we treat
spaces—with lawnmowers and pesticides, or with consideration for our wild neighbours?
This two-part story presents two perspectives on this
issue. The objective is to point out that there are differing views in any dilemma. Finding the best solution
requires patience, listening, and sincere attempts to
understand both sides of the issue.
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EXTENSIONS
Research similar issues concerning local natural spaces,
such as pesticide use in public parks, development of
open areas, and use of all-terrain vehicles on trails.
Have students develop an environmentally-friendly
code of conduct for their use of wild spaces.
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EVALUATION

FESTIVAL FOLLOW-UP

Students should be able to describe threats to personal
special spaces and actions that help to resolve issues.

Students can present their story endings at their celebration or festival. They could create a collage of possible values and threats to local special spaces.

Story Version 1: Discovery in the Backyard
Tina and Michel discovered their special wild space
by accident—by letting nature take its course. What
with studying for exams just when the grass was
growing its fastest in the spring, they were late cutting the lawn. They were so late, in fact, that when
Tina finally got out there to take her turn to cut the
lawn, she found a beautiful patch of hawkweed
blooming out of the grass in the back corner of the
yard, where it borders the town greenbelt. She decided not to cut that whole back corner triangle, just to
see what would grow.
Then Michel found wild strawberries just starting to
bloom in the uncut patch, and four small, mottled,
brown eggs, in a hollow in the grass that his mother
said belonged to an excitable little bird called a killdeer.
“What will the neighbours think?” said their father.
“You know how Mr. Spade sprays for weeds each spring;
he likes to keep his lawn just perfect. He’ll be complaining about the seeds blowing over from our place.”
“I'll deal with him,” their mother, Sylvia, responded,
dishing out wild strawberries onto dad’s plate. Once
he had tasted them, he began to think maybe it was a
good idea to let part of the lawn grow wild.
Tina and Michel started spending more and more of
their free time in the little patch of meadow that had
once been lawn. They found that both the chipmunks
and the sparrows seemed to like their little wild place
too, as did the spiders.
“This is so great,” Tina said to her friends,
Shemekiah and Aloysius, one afternoon when they
were laying in the long grass watching a yellow and
black garden spider spin a web between two small
willow shrubs that had sprouted out of nowhere. “We
need more of this.”
“Hey, I’ve got an idea,” said Shemekiah. “Let's talk
to Mrs. Smithers about it at school, and see if we can
let part of the schoolyard go wild like this.”

Story Version 2: Mr Spade Goes to Battle
Mr. Spade walked out onto his deck to greet the day,
and nearly dropped his coffee mug. There, in the middle of his nicely manicured lawn, was a bright yellow
dandelion.
It was the neighbour kids’ fault, he knew it. He’d
sprayed, and weeded, and clipped, and trimmed till he
had his yard in apple pie order, and now here they
were, leaving nearly half their own property to grow
wild. It was full of weeds, and the seeds were blowing
right across the unfenced boundary onto his lawn.
They were good kids, he knew; he’d watched them
grow up. They were like weeds themselves these days.
But they were nearly teenagers now—Michel was 13
after all—and they should be taking responsibility for
their yard chores. Well, he’d have a word with their
mother right away. But first things first. He grabbed
his dandelion digger, and marched out to do battle.
“Come in, Harold,” invited Sylvia, when she’d
answered his insistent knocking at the front door. “So
nice to see you. How’s your gardening coming along?”
“That's just what I’ve come about, Sylvia.”
Although he was unfailingly polite, Harold liked to
get right to the point. “I'm getting extra weeds this
year—you know how I try to keep it just so, the way
Mum likes it.” He sighed a little, as he mentioned his
aging mother, Eleanor. She had always been an avid
gardener, delighting in visiting garden shows around
the country. But she was definitely slowing down, and
could no longer travel as she once had. Harold, a professional landscaper, did a good job keeping his own
gardens and lawns up, and Eleanor could thoroughly
enjoy them from her chair on the porch. Harold was
very determined to “keep the place up for Mum,” as
he put it, so she wouldn’t miss the travel so much.
“Eleanor must be proud,” Sylvia soothed him.
“We’re lucky to have neighbours like you. I always
appreciate the way Eleanor is like a grandmother to
our Tina and Michel, and they love her. I’m just
delighted that they’re enjoying our own yard so much
again, with their little wild patch. They haven’t spent
so much time outside since they were little. Remember
how Eleanor used to like to watch them?” She put a
comforting hand on his forearm. “I hope their little
experiment hasn’t been causing you problems?”
“Well, it is a bit of a bother,” said Mr. Spade, mellowing a little. “It is rather nice to see the kids outside, though, as you say . . .”

Explore and Embrace a Special Wild Place
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ACTIVITY 3: CONNECTING SPECIAL SPACES
LESSON INFORMATION
Grade Levels: Grades 3 and up
Duration: 30 minutes
Group Size: 4–6 people
Materials: 16 hula hoops or 16 sheets of construction
paper in 4 colours, dice. indoor or outdoor open space
at least 6 by 6 metres, Activity 3 Game Rules
Skills: cooperating, problem solving, teamwork
Vocabulary: habitat fragmentation, space

SUMMARY
This is a physically challenging team game in which
students role-play a wild animal and work to connect
four wild spaces that represent the animal’s key habitat needs.

BACKGROUND
Many people are familiar with the concept of habitat:
wildlife need food, water, shelter, and space to survive. In this activity, we focus on an animal’s need for
space and the concept of connection between different parts of that animal’s space.
Wild animals must travel between parts of their habitat, depending on the time of day, the time of year, or
the stage in their life cycle. The more an animal’s different spaces remain connected by good habitat, the
better its chance of long-term survival. On the other
hand, travel across poor habitat can increase the animal’s exposure to predators, the elements, and human
traffic. The loss of connections between habitat spaces
has become such a problem for wildlife that it has
earned its own name: habitat fragmentation. When
habitat fragmentation occurs, all the necessary parts
of an animal’s habitat still exist, but they may be separated by barriers, such as roads and other expanses of
unsuitable habitat, that prevent the animal from travelling safely between its special spaces.
For this game, each team represents a single wild animal. The coloured hoops scattered on the playing field
represent different special spaces that make up its
habitat. The object of the game is for a team to claim
one hoop of each colour by placing a foot on it, while
remaining physically connected to one another. (Note:
coloured construction paper may be used in lieu of
hoops.) The Activity 3 Game Rules sheet gives detailed
instructions.
The text box below describes four of the special spaces
for the great blue heron. Students can role-play a
heron population as they do parts two and three of
the activity. Descriptions of the special spaces of other
10

animals are available on the WILD Education Web site
(see www.wildeducation.org). Pick an animal found in
your area to make it relevant to the students.

GREAT BLUE HERON SPECIAL SPACES
Space 1, Nesting: Large nest at the top of dead
tree in a shallow wetland
Space 2, Summer Feeding: Marshes, streams,
lakes, and river shorelines
Space 3, Resting: Large trees at the shore’s edges
Space 4, Overwintering: Southern wetland areas
with open waters
(For more examples, visit www.wildeducation.org)

PROCEDURE
1. Brief the students on the concept of habitat for
wildlife (arrangement of food, water, shelter, and
space suitable to an animal’s needs) and the importance of certain types of space to an animal’s survival.
Use the great blue heron as an example. Point out
that the best habitat for any species offers connection
between the animal’s different special space needs.
Discuss the concept of “habitat fragmentation.”
2. Set up the playing field indoors or outdoors as indicated on Activity 3 Game Rules. Appoint a referee
and create up to four teams of 4–6 players each. (For
larger class sizes, have half the groups play and the
other half watch and comment and then reverse the
roles so that all groups have a chance to play.)
3. Play the two rounds of the game as described in
the rules.
4. Debrief the activity as described in the rules.

EXTENSIONS
Have students research and create special spaces cards
based on other local wildlife species with which to
play the game.

EVALUATION
Students should be able to describe the four components of habitat, the consequences of habitat fragmentation, and the ways that habitat become fragmented.

PRODUCTS FOR FESTIVAL
Have students research and create special spaces cards
based on other local wildlife and run the game for
other students and festival-goers.
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ACTIVITY 3 GAME RULES
OBJECTIVE
The team’s objective is to simultaneously “claim” one
hoop or square of each of the four types of heron
habitat space. Each type of habitat space corresponds
to a different colour on the playing field, and teams
claim spaces by placing a team member’s foot, hand,
or other body part on them. Team members must
remain physically connected to one another by, for
instance, holding hands. (If students are self-conscious
about physically touching, have them maintain contact
with one another through short lengths of string.)

RULES AND SET-UP
1. Set up a 4
metre by 4
green red yellow blue
metre playing
field with 16
“spaces.” Use
blue yellow red green
squares of
coloured paper
taped to the
red
blue green yellow
floor or hula
hoops scattered
on a field. For
yellow green blue
red
best results, set
up the pattern
as shown above, with one square or hoop of each
colour along each side. Appoint one student to act
as referee. Give the referee a die and a description
of the great blue heron special spaces (see sidebar,
page 10).
2. Have the referee assign a colour to each of the four
heron habitat spaces. For example:
a. Space 1, Nesting, corresponds to yellow
b. Space 2, Summer feeding, corresponds to blue
c. Space 3, Resting, corresponds to green
d. Space 4, Overwintering, corresponds to red
(Note: The numbers one to four on the die will correspond to the numbers indicated on the four types
of heron spaces. Use numbers five and six to indicate “roll again.”)

ROUND ONE:
3. To start, gather each team of 4–6 players on a different side of the game board and have them hold
hands. They must maintain physical contact with
one another for the entire round.
4. Quickly brief the teams. Tell the players that each
team represents a great blue heron, and each
colour of square or hoop represents a different one
of the heron’s special requirements for space.
Explain which colour corresponds to which type of
space. They must remember this! Explain that the
Explore and Embrace a Special Wild Place

heron must connect the four types of habitat spaces
to survive.
5. Have the referee roll the die and call out the heron
habitat type indicated: nesting, summer feeding,
resting, or overwintering. The teams must gather all
their players on or near any space of that habitat
type (colour) and place at least a foot, hand, or other
body part in the space to claim it. Only one team can
claim any one space; the first team there claims the
spot. If there are too many players to fit in the space,
they may simply gather between spaces.
6. Have the referee throw the die again and call out
the habitat type indicated. If the habitat type is different, the team must claim a space of the corresponding colour while keeping possession of the
first space, and while remaining linked to one
another. If the habitat type is the same as the one
just called, the team must abandon the first space
and claim another unoccupied space of that type.
(Note: Teams can cross over or under the arms/legs
of other teams as long as they remain linked and as
long as they do not occupy unearned spaces. Team
members can stand or walk between spaces.)
7. Have the referee continue to roll the die and call
habitat spaces. Each time, the teams must try to
claim a new space of that type, while keeping at
least one team member in each of their other
spaces and staying linked. This continues until all
teams occupy a space of each colour.

ROUND TWO:
8. Assign one team the role of “human development”
and play again. Rules and procedures remain the
same, except for the following:
a. With each roll, allow the human development
group to go first and claim their space before
other teams are allowed to move.
b. Humans do not need to give up a space if a
number is repeated.
c. Other teams may not pass through (i.e., over or
under) the humans. They must go around the
human team to claim a space. If they can’t, they
don’t survive.
d. Once again, the winners are the teams that
occupy a space of each colour.
9. Debrief the game:
a. What effect do people have on habitat
connectivity?
b. How does this affect wildlife?
c. What human activities break apart habitat?
d. What can we do about habitat fragmentation?
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SECTION 2: PROTECTED PLACES OF CANADA
This section serves as a transition for students. Here,
they learn that sectors of society have their own special spaces and recognize the need to protect them.

RESOURCE SHEET 2—
PROTECTING SPECIAL WILD PLACES IN CANADA
Wild areas are essential for maintaining biodiversity at
all levels (genetic, species, and ecosystem). Large wild
areas are critical “core” habitat for wildlife populations. But even small, wild, backyard corners can provide travel corridors, temporary cover, and other
essential habitat components for migrating butterflies
and birds, and urban-adapted wildlife.
Protected natural areas maintain the essential ecological functions (e.g., water cycle, nutrient cycle) upon
which all life depends. Once again, many small, local
efforts can add up to make a significant contribution
to the health of the planet.
Protected areas are important to all people, too, for
recreational, cultural, and spiritual reasons. It’s great
to plan a holiday to some wild places in Canada, but
the daily boosts we get from local special places are
even more essential for our well-being.

HOW WE PROTECT WILD PLACES
We protect wild places by making sure that our behaviour is respectful. This means refraining from collecting
or damaging wild plants and animals, and ensuring
that we leave no litter or “trace” behind. We might

also meet with family and school administrators to
agree about how we will act toward a wild place. We
sometimes call this “private stewardship” because individuals or small groups take voluntary responsibility for
protection and enhancement. Often informal, this type
of protection can be important, effective, and lasting.
On a more formal level, we have agreed to officially
protect some special places through laws and international treaties and conventions. In fact, Canada has
agreed to the international Convention on Biological
Diversity, which defines a protected area as a “geographically defined area that is designated or regulated and managed to achieve specific conservation
objectives.” Official protection can be very effective
over a long period because it is often backed by laws
(e.g., Canada National Parks Act).
Provincial and federal organizations, such as governments, are able to organize many smaller special areas
into systems of protected areas to ensure more complete protection of desired values. A provincial park
system, for example, might include dozens or even
hundreds of different areas to make sure that all types
of ecosystems (and wildlife species) continue to exist.
Country-wide systems, such as our national parks and
reserves, and international systems, like the Convention
on Wetlands of International Importance, can offer
similar protection to species that migrate and, therefore, require habitats that span whole continents or
hemispheres. These systems complement one another
and enable us to cover all the bases.

National
Park
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TYPES OF PROTECTED AREAS
Here are some examples of protection at various
levels: *
Local Level
• Stewardship of private lands by the owner, such as
the members of the Backyard Gardening Committee,
who recreated a Garry oak habitat demonstration
garden in Victoria, British Columbia, as a CWF’s
Golden Gardens project, or corporations that create
protected areas such as New Brunswick’s La dune de
Bouctouche.
• Stewardship of public lands, such as school grounds,
through, for example, CWF’s WILD School and Blue
School programs.
• Official protection through municipal governments
that set aside parklands, greenbelts, and conservation lands that perform important ecological functions such as flood control, erosion control, and
water table recharge. Municipalities also enact
bylaws to control activities such as tree cutting, and
herbicide use on private lands.
Provincial and Territorial Levels
• Corporations and environmental non-government
organizations (ENGOs) may purchase lands outright,
place them in public trust, and manage them for
conservation objectives (e.g., Nature Conservancy of
Canada, Prince Edward Island Nature Trust).
• Provincial and territorial governments set aside lands
as parks, wildlife sanctuaries, and ecological reserves
for the protection of biodiversity.

National Level
• The federal government protects biodiversity, cultural values, and unique natural features through
several country-wide systems including National
Parks and Reserves, National Wildlife Areas,
Migratory Bird Sanctuaries, and Marine Wildlife
Areas.
International Level
• The Important Bird Areas program is a global coalition of more than 100 country partner organizations
to conserve all wild bird species and their habitat.
• UNESCO Biosphere Reserves are areas that are recognized by the United Nations because they meet a
combination of conservation, sustainable development, and research/education objectives. They may
also contain portions that are designated as Ramsar
sites and/or World Heritage Sites. (UNESCO stands
for the United Nations Educational, Scientific and
Cultural Organization.)
• The Ramsar Convention, also known as the
Convention on Wetlands of International Importance
is an intergovernmental treaty through which 144
countries, protect 1,401 important wetlands worldwide (as of December 2004).
• World Heritage Sites are cultural or natural sites that
are recognized as being of value to all humanity.
* See the section entitled “Resources” on page 23 for
a list of selected Web site addresses for many of the
examples in Resource Sheet 2. Visit the WILD
Education Web site at www.wildeducation.org for a
complete list.

Ecological Reserve
National Wildlife
Area

Explore and Embrace a Special Wild Place
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ACTIVITY 4: PLACE THAT SPACE!
LESSON INFORMATION
Grade Levels: Grades 6 and up
Duration: 15 minutes class time plus 60 minutes or
more of research
Group Size: 1–4 people
Materials: quiz, Internet access, Activity 4 Worksheet,
Activity 4 Research Guide (download from the WILD
Education Web site at www.wildeducation.org)
Skills: research, mapping, reporting, teamwork
Vocabulary: park, protected area, system, wildlife
reserve, values

SUMMARY
Students do Web-based research to complete a quiz
by matching the descriptions of 13 Canadian protected areas to the province or territory where they are
found.

BACKGROUND
The protected areas featured in this quiz represent a
broad range of human and wildlife values and cover
every Canadian province and territory. The quiz
includes different types of protected areas, such as
UNESCO biosphere reserves, national parks, provincial
and territorial parks, and privately protected areas.
Most protected areas do not stand alone but are part
of protected-area systems that safeguard certain values over a larger landscape. All but one of the protected areas featured here is part of a greater system.
In Part 2 of the activity, students look into one of the
systems of protected areas and the values it protects.

PROCEDURE
Part 1
1. Set the stage: Ask students if they have visited or
know special areas that are officially protected. Use
local examples, if available, to discuss special places
society has decided to protect such as parks and
wildlife reserves. Discuss why each area should be
protected and what organization runs it. Give examples of organizations that manage systems of protected areas. (Consult Resource Sheet 2 on page 12
for information.) Tell the students that they will do a
virtual tour of some of Canada’s special areas.
2. Have students work in groups of two to four. Hand
out the quiz and give them time to research the systems and match the answers. Note: A student handout sheet entitled “Activity 4 Research Guide” may
be downloaded from the WILD Education Web site
at www.wildeducation.org.
3. Take up answers and discuss. Which protected
areas are national parks? Which are internationally
14

protected? Which are provincially or territorially
protected? Which are privately protected? Which
are protected by an environmental non-governmental organization?
Part 2
1. Have students research and report on one type of
system from the examples given in the quiz. They
should be able to name the organization, list values
the organization protects, name other protected
areas this organization has in its system, and create
a map of the protected areas in the system.
2. Have students present their projects.
3. Discuss why protected areas are best organized in
systems.

ANSWERS TO CANADA’S SPECIAL PLACES QUIZ
1—Alberta, 2—Nunavut, 3—Ontario,
4—Prince Edward Island, 5—Saskatchewan,
6—Nova Scotia, 7—Manitoba, 8—Quebec,
9—North West Territories and Alberta,
10—New Brunswick, 11—British Columbia,
12—Newfoundland and Labrador, 13—Yukon.

EXTENSIONS
Research and create maps of other local, regional,
provincial, territorial, or national protected places with
symbols representing the types of activities or wildlife
values they are known for. Create a map of protected
areas in your community, and produce a “Guide to
Community Parks and Protected Areas,” complete
with a key to the leisure activities available. Create a
virtual tour of local protected areas with a slide show
presentation.

EVALUATION
Students should be able to name and describe a local
protected area, match protected areas from a list to
the province or territory where they’re found, give
examples of special places that are protected at different levels, and describe why protected areas are
organized in systems.

FESTIVAL FOLLOW-UP
Students can display their illustrated maps of community, provincial, territorial, or national protected areas,
or present festival-goers with virtual tours through
slide shows.

Canadian Wildlife Federation

ACTIVITY 4 WORKSHEET: CANADA’S SPECIAL PLACES QUIZ
Use your knowledge of Canadian geography and Internet searches to identify the Canadian province or
territory where each of the following officially protected areas is found. Each is found in a different
province or territory.
Description

Province or
Territory

1. The richest dinosaur fossil beds in the world are located in the badlands of Dinosaur
Provincial Park. It is part of a larger system of provincially protected natural areas.
2. The world’s largest goose colony nests in the Dewey Soper Migratory Bird Sanctuary, protected as part of a national system.
3. Giant sand dunes and golden beaches form two of the largest freshwater baymouth
sandbars in the world at Sandbanks Provincial Park. Efforts to stabilize shifting sands
disturbed by farming have revived populations of rare and distinctive dune plants.
4. Basin Head is a shallow coastal lagoon inhabited by a rich diversity of plants (including
a type of Irish moss found nowhere else on earth), fish, mammals, and birds. This fragile
ecosystem is being considered for designation as part of a national system of marine
protected areas.
5. North America’s oldest waterfowl sanctuary is Last Mountain Lake set aside by Parliament in
1887 to protect breeding grounds for wild fowl. It is now part of an international system
of migratory bird sanctuaries under an agreement with the United States.
6. A provincially protected natural heritage river, the 120-km Margaree-Lake Ainslie System
is renowned for natural beauty and deep salmon pools. The icy, clear waters provide
excellent spawning areas for Atlantic salmon and trout.
7. Riding Mountain Biosphere Reserve protects an ecologically important area where prairie
grasslands and boreal forests meet. It is protected as a national park and listed under an
international agreement as a World Biosphere Reserve.
8. Cap Tourmente was the first Canadian wetland to be included in the list of Wetlands of
International Importance. This site protects the most important resting and feeding area
for hundreds of thousands of greater snow geese during fall migration.
9. The largest park in Canada is Wood Buffalo National Park, home of the world’s largest
bison herd and the last remaining natural nesting site of the endangered whooping
crane. This park actually spans a province and a territory and it is protected and managed by Parks Canada.
10. La dune de Bouctouche was developed by J.D. Irving Ltd., a private corporation, to preserve and restore one of the few remaining great sand dunes on the area’s sea coast.
The 12-km dune is habitat for a rich variety of marine and aquatic plants and animals,
especially shorebirds and other migratory birds.
11. The Elk Valley, characterized by spectacular mountain vistas and clear rivers, is an important travel corridor for grizzly bears and grey wolves. The Nature Conservancy of Canada
is working with a large landowner, Tembec Inc., to protect these important lands.
12. Witless Bay Seabird Ecological Reserve is a provincially protected area of spectacular
scenery where over a million seabirds soar, nest, and feed. This province has one of the
largest concentrations of seabirds in the world.
13. Kluane National Park and Reserve is home to Mount Logan, Canada’s highest peak.
Almost 22,000 square kilometres of high mountains, immense icefields, and lush valleys
are protected here in our national parks system.

Explore and Embrace a Special Wild Place
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ACTIVITY 5: CREATE A WILD ADVENTURE
LESSON INFORMATION
Grade Levels: Grades 6 and up
Duration: 40–60 minutes
Group Size: individual or small groups
Materials: access to Internet, Activity 5 Worksheet,
Activity 5 Research Guide (download from the WILD
Education Web site at www.wildeducation.org)
Skills: analyzing, communicating, planning, reporting,
researching, teamwork, writing for special purposes
Vocabulary: protected areas, values

SUMMARY
This activity leads students to research a trip to one of
Canada’s protected areas.

BACKGROUND

2. If students do this as a small group activity, they can
practice decision-making and teamwork skills. The
Activity 5 Worksheet will help students plan their
vacation. Hand out a copy to each group.
3. Show students how to use the Destinations Key to
list places where they can do each preferred activity.
They should select one destination that provides
the best fit.
4. Have students research the destination using the
Internet or library. They can use the guiding questions on the worksheet (or a student handout sheet
entitled “Activity 5 Research Guide” located on the
WILD Education Web site).
5. Students can present their plan in the form of an
illustrated trip itinerary that shows their activities.

Protected areas are found right across the country, and
everyone can find something that will appeal to them
from among the many options available. Have students
decide what they’d like to see and do; research the
areas where they can do it and then plan a trip. Follow
up by having them play the Canada’s Special Places
trivia game that comes with this teaching unit.

EXTENSIONS

PROCEDURE

FESTIVAL FOLLOW-UP

1. Begin with a brainstorm of outdoor vacation activities. Explain that Canada has a variety of protected
areas where students can pursue many of these activities. Then have them plan a trip for their family.

Students can create a travel brochure for the protected area they have chosen or create a slide show presentation at their festival.

Have students develop a code of conduct that would
ensure that they leave the area as they found it.

EVALUATION
Students should be able to describe features of their
chosen protected area.

Dewey Soper Migratory
Bird Sanctuary
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ACTIVITY 5 WORKSHEET: CREATE A WILD ADVENTURE
1. Examine the activities in the first column of the
table. Then, pick one activity that you prefer in
each category. Write your four preferred activities
in the second column.
2. Use the third column and the Destination Key to
select one special place you think best matches all
four of your activity preferences.

3. Do an Internet search on the protected area to plan
your vacation. Use the questions below to guide you.
• Where is your special place? What route will you take?
• What activities will you do at the protected area?
• What special things should you do to care for the
area and its wild plants and animals when you visit?
• How can you minimize the impact of your activity
in the protected area?

Activity List
Activity Preference
Adventure Expeditions
Mountain biking
Sea kayaking
Hiking
Canoeing
Horseback riding
Mountaineering
Dog sledding
Wildlife Watching
Marine mammals (whales, dolphins, sea lions, etc.)
Large land mammals (bears, moose, bison, wolves, etc.)
Birds by the thousands
Birds of prey (eagles, hawks, falcons, owls, etc.)
Tide pool life (shells, starfish, etc.)
Awesome reptiles
Dinosaurs (bones and fossils!)
Natural Scenic Wonders
Mountains and glaciers
Spectacular waterfalls
Ocean views, beaches, and dunes
Wild rivers, lakes, and forests
Lush rainforests
Colourful and rare prairie ecosystems
Deserts and “hoodoo” formations
Tundra
Wetland ecosystems
Rugged coasts and rocky islands
Relaxation
Beach fun and swimming
Picnics
Easy walking and biking
Camping
Fishing
Nature programs

Special Places to do the Activity
1, 2, 5, 7, 8,
3, 4,
1, 2, 3, 4, 7, 12
2, 8, 12
1, 7
1, 3
3, 8
3, 4, 13
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 12
2, 3, 6, 9, 10, 11, 13
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 9, 10, 11, 12
4,
5, 8
5
1, 3
8, 12
4, 10, 11
2, 8, 12
4
6, 7
3, 5,
2, 3
2, 6, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12
13
4, 7, 10, 11
all
4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 11, 12
2, 3, 7, 8, 12
4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 13

Destination Key: 1—Kluane National Park Reserve, Yukon; 2—Wood Buffalo National Park, Northwest Territories; 3—Sirmilik National Park,
Nunavut; 4—Pacific Rim National Park Reserve, British Columbia; 5—Dinosaur Provincial Park, Alberta; 6—Last Mountain Lake Migratory Bird
Sanctuary, Saskatchewan; 7—Riding Mountain National Park, Manitoba; 8—Algonquin Provincial Park, Ontario; 9—Cap Tourmente, Quebec;
10—Bouctouche, New Brunswick; 11—Prince Edward Island National Park, Prince Edward Island; 12—Margaree-Lake Ainslee Natural
Heritage River, Nova Scotia; 13—Witless Bay Seabird Ecological Reserve, Newfoundland and Labrador.

Explore and Embrace a Special Wild Place
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SECTION 3: LET’S PROTECT SPECIAL WILD PLACES
Though we all value and protect special wild places,
we often forget about them in the quest to meet our
own daily needs. This section will help students understand the need to protect the areas they value and
take action to do so. It includes suggestions that tie
into CWF’s WILD School program.

Officially protected areas such as parks and wildlife
reserves are also threatened by:
• Global climate change.
• Air and water pollution.
• Overuse by increasing numbers of people looking for
a “wild” experience.

RESOURCE SHEET 3—
YOUR SPECIAL WILD SPACE—LOVE IT OR LOSE IT

TAKING ACTION

Here are some of the things that can happen to special wild places in our own neighbourhoods.
• Trees, shrubs, and small plants are damaged through
vandalism.
• Litter destroys the view and poses threats to animals
that may choke on it or become tangled in it.
• Plants and small animals can be trampled when
bikes, all-terrain vehicles, and snow machines are
used near wild areas or off designated trails.
• Creeks are buried, straightened or ditched, and riverbanks may be hardened with concrete because of
housing development.
• Remaining natural areas can be replaced with lawns,
malls, and other development.

Students don’t have to wait until their special wild
places are threatened to take action. Students can:
• Adopt a “leave no trace” attitude to natural areas.
• Create proposals for wild places on school grounds.
Projects can be as simple as fencing off a “no-mow”
zone or as complex as replanting native grasses,
shrubs, and trees to restore wildlife habitat.
• Make others aware of the values of and threats to
special places by organizing a festival at any time.
• Pick up litter on the school grounds or a local park
to keep a special space special.
• Help to protect local wildlife threatened by human
actions. Students can, for example, erect “turtle
crossing” signs near wetlands each spring, or build
and install nesting boxes for birds and bats.
• Investigate local pesticide use and policies, and
campaign for laws that reflect sensible use.

WILD School Project
Protected Site for Wildlife
Stay on Boardwalk
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ACTIVITY 6: BECOME A WILD SCHOOL
• Learn how local parks are maintained and campaign
for wild places in appropriate areas.
• Develop a personal code of ethics that is environment-friendly and helps them consume less, pollute
less, and live less in conflict with wild places.
• Limit air pollution by walking and riding a bicycle
more, and driving less.
• Reduce, re-use, and recycle.
• Investigate issues and write letters supporting parks
and protected areas, from local to international.

BECOME A WILD SCHOOL
If you’re looking for hands-on opportunities for students to participate in wildlife conservation through
habitat action projects while achieving mandated learning outcomes in a variety of subjects, then the WILD
School program is for you. Register your classroom or
school and join schools from across Canada in this
unique program. The WILD School program is a stewardship education program. The program facilitates
habitat improvement by introducing stewardship and
related concepts into the core science curriculum. It is
education rooted in your own, very real schoolyard.
Prepare by reviewing the WILD School pamphlet

Explore and Embrace a Special Wild Place

included in this National Wildlife Week packet. Visit
the WILD Education Web site (see www.wildeducation.org) for habitat action projects ideas that may
interest your group. The WILD Education Web site
supports the WILD School program with instructions
for projects, online technical advice, information
about ecological concepts, case studies, success stories,
and networking opportunities. Log on to the site to
find out about helpful resources and curriculum-linked
activity guides, such as Project WILD, Below Zero, Fish
Ways, and Focus on Forests. Habitat projects can also
be linked with other CWF initiatives, such as Blue
School and Golden Gardens that enable students to
participate in more than one program at a time (see
www.wildaboutgardening.org and www.cwf-fcf.org).
Apply to the CWF WILD School or Blue School Program
to register your project. If needed, request funds. You
can apply each year for different projects. Communicate
your project to the rest of the school and the community through your celebration or festival (see Activity 7 on
page 22). Tell the CWF what you’ve done. You’ll receive
a certificate and qualify for awards.
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SECTION 4: STUDENTS CELEBRATE SPECIAL WILD PLACES
In this section we pull it all together. This is where the
students “show and tell” the community and the
world what they have done and learned through their
National Wildlife Week activities.
Each of the previous activities in this teaching unit will
produce student projects, displays, and shows all the
“fixings” for a great celebration or festival. Read on
for tips on how to create an opportunity for older students to develop leadership and teamwork skills,
while minimizing demands on your time at busy yearend. What’s more, CWF will offer you different
National Wildlife Week themes every year, so you can
make this an annual event!

RESOURCE SHEET 4—
A STUDENT LEADERSHIP APPROACH TO FESTIVAL ORGANIZATION
WHAT IS A FESTIVAL?
A festival or celebration is simply a collection of activities, displays, and presentations with a common
theme, in this case, “Explore and Embrace a Special
Wild Place.” It can be as small and simple as a hallway
bulletin board that showcases the students’ projects.
Or, it can be as big and complex as a community-wide
“fun day” with activities, celebrity performers, VIPs,
and your students’ projects proudly displayed.
It might include:
• Opening remarks by a local celebrity.
• A professional concert, keynote speaker, or show.
• Games, contests, prizes for festival-goers, and awards.
• Refreshments.
• Booths, displays, exhibits, and projects.
• Presentations such as music, drama, and puppet
shows by students or entertainers.
• Films, slide shows, and other presentations by students.
Basic Organizing Tips
Here are simple guidelines to make this activity
productive and manageable:
• Celebrate wildlife all year long. This unit can be used
throughout the year. Consider linking it with other
events such as National Wildlife Week in April,
Oceans Day on June 8, or International Migratory
Bird Day on May 10. Students then have time to prepare for a culminating event.
• Link with an existing, established event at your school,
such as a field day, barbecue, assembly, class party, or
a year-end event and apply your theme to it.
• Keep things simple. Start small. Build the event
around the schoolwork the students have already
done, and stick to the theme.
20

• Divide up the work. From your available “work
force” of students, create different teams to carry
out the planning, execution, and follow-up tasks
listed below.
• Let the students do the work of organizing the festival and carrying it off. They will learn more by
doing it themselves, with you acting as a guide. It
helps if you:
• Identify keen, well-organized, and reliable older
students who can take on leadership roles.
Whether or not you formally designate them as
such, these people will be your best team leaders
and should be split among the teams. Scale your
event to the leadership capability at hand.
• Make sure that all students have an important
role to play on at least one of the teams.
• For larger events (school-wide or communitywide), try to have an adult advisor (parent or
teacher) available to each team.
• Plan to be outside but with a contingency plan
for foul weather.
• Reward your organizers with a pizza party or similar post-event celebration.

DIVIDING UP THE WORK—TWO APPROACHES
A Small Event
Thinking about organizing an event for your own
class? Even if you invite parents and other students to
participate, it is simplest to make each student or
group of students responsible for planning, setting up,
hosting, and taking down their own display, activity,
or presentation. Even so, you may find it worthwhile
to set up some specialized teams to promote the
event, decorate, dispense refreshments, act as hosts,
and assign space to individual presenters. Some useful
job descriptions are offered in the next section, but
keep it simple.
A Large Event
The key to getting the most out of this activity is
dividing up the work and, if this will be a school-wide
event, assigning leadership responsibility to key older
children. Below, we briefly describe the jobs that must
be done in the planning, executing, and follow-up
phases of a larger event. Obviously, you will need
excellent communication between teams. Each student should have a job for each phase.

Canadian Wildlife Federation

Planning
• Overall Lead or Chair—Keeps an eye on the big picture and checks in regularly with each team to make
sure they are getting their jobs done on schedule.
• Funding and Financing Team—Raises money. Keeps
track of the costs and financial needs.
• Program and Exhibit Team—Identifies activities for
the event, such as displays. Contacts presenters,
books them, identifies their equipment and space
needs, introduces them, and schedules events.
• Space and Logistical Support Team—Looks after
activities such as booking the venue, allocating
space, acquiring audio-visual equipment and tables.
Can also direct set-up and take-down for the event.
• Decorating Team—Plans decorations and puts them
up before the event.
• Refreshment Team—Plans for and orders refreshments.
• Publicity, Promotion, and Media Team—Identifies
potential audiences and gets the word out to them
that the event is coming. Can also contact local
media to solicit coverage of the event.

Execution
• Master of Ceremonies—One or more people may
introduce special presenters and make announcements during the event.
• Presenters—Many students, perhaps all, will be hosting kiosks and displays, doing special presentations,
or running tours or displays.
• Audio-visual support—You may need people to set
up audio-visual equipment and keep it working.
• Refreshments—A friendly team here will keep
festival-goers happy.
• Parking and Directions—For a larger event, you’ll
need people to keep traffic moving.
Follow-up
• Clean up Crew—Appoint a few “crew leaders” and
involve everyone. Share the workload on this lessglamorous task.
• Thank-you Crew—A few people should make sure
that all who sponsored or supported the event
receive a “thank you.”
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ACTIVITY 7: A SPECIAL WILD PLACES FESTIVAL
LESSON INFORMATION
Grade Levels: K–12
Duration: one hour or more, plus students’ prep time
Group Size: any; class or school-wide
Materials: projects completed in other activities in this
unit that related to theme, Resource Sheet 4
Skills: communicating, leadership, organizing, planning, teamwork
Vocabulary: festival, celebration

SUMMARY
This student-led activity brings together any of the
projects completed in this unit for a culminating event
to celebrate the theme “Explore and Embrace a
Special Wild Place.”

BACKGROUND
This activity gives students an opportunity to showcase
their work in previous lessons, while giving wildlife
and protected areas a valuable public-awareness
boost. Students will feel a sense of accomplishment
and have a focus for their efforts.
Hosting a festival or celebration is also a way to offer
older students a chance to develop leadership skills. In
organizing the event, they might ask peers for ideas,
set priorities, facilitate group decisions, delegate tasks,
manage checklists and deadlines, communicate with
other teams and team leaders, and follow up on plans.

them time to meet and plan how they will carry out
their tasks.
5. Try other activities from this unit, paying special
attention to the section entitled “Festival FollowUp” to help you develop performances, displays,
and activities for the event.
6. Monitor teams as they publicize the festival and
plan the program.
7. Bring all the teams together to host and run the
event.
8. Involve everyone in clean-up and follow-up.
9. Reward the students with a pizza party, ice cream,
or cake.

EXTENSIONS
Have students photograph and/or videotape your event
or create an online version of your festival complete
with projects. Send pictures and information to CWF.

EVALUATION
Students should be able to describe a range of special
wild places and describe why they should be protected. They should be able to describe the role public
awareness campaigns play in protecting personal and
societal values. Student projects will provide materials
for evaluation. The job descriptions and task checklists
for planning and running the festival will also provide
criteria for evaluating students.

PROCEDURE
1. Prepare by selecting a date (or possible dates) and
location that meets your needs. This may coincide
with another school event, such as an assembly or
barbecue.
2. Set the stage. Introduce students to the idea of a
festival as you begin other lessons in the unit.
Discuss the theme for National Wildlife Week,
“Explore and Embrace a Special Wild Place,” and
the role a festival can play in raising public awareness about wildlife and wilderness issues. Explain
that the students will be doing projects they can
showcase to parents, peers, and others.
3. Introduce general team job descriptions as they
apply to the scale and complexity of the event you
are planning. We suggest you also require each
individual or group identify at least one activity to
the festival program team.
4. Select teams and team leaders appropriate to the
tasks required for your event. Give out appropriate
job descriptions and checklists to each team. (See
Resource Sheet 4 on page 20). Set deadlines and
schedule key update meetings with the teams. Give
22
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SECTION 5: OTHER RESOURCES FOR NATIONAL WILDLIFE WEEK
There are many resources available through organizations and Web sites. Here are a few of the best.
WILD Education Programs–Project WILD, Below Zero,
Focus on Forests, and Fish Ways!
These teacher’s guides are curriculum-linked resources
designed and tested by Canadian teachers. They
include hundreds of hands-on activities for students
from grades K to 12 (see www.wildeducation.org).
WILD School and Blue School
The WILD School and Blue School programs provide
funds (up to $500 per school per year, $200 per classroom per year) to school and community groups who
undertake habitat improvement projects anywhere in
Canada. Also qualify for certificates, plaques, and
awards (see www.wildeducation.org).
Learning About Wildlife
Teaching units from previous National Wildlife Weeks
are available from CWF. Topics include biodiversity, climate change, animal migration, endangered species,
and many more (see www.wildeducation.org).
Space for Species
Students can track aquatic migrants from space,
including the leatherback sea turtle, polar bear, and
common eider, by visiting www.spaceforspecies.ca.
Hinterland Who’s Who
This great Canadian tradition is back with information
about protected areas, estuaries, wetlands, and almost
100 wildlife species and projects. Visit www.hww.ca.

• Marine Environment Branch of Environment Canada
(see www.npa-pan.ca). Look for information on the National
Programme of Action for the Protection of the Marine
Environment from Land-based Activities.
• Parks Canada (see www.pc.gc.ca).
Provincial and territorial parks and ecological reserves:
• Newfoundland & Labrador at www.gov.nf.ca/parks&reserves
• Prince Edward Island at www.gov.pe.ca/visitorsguide/
explore/parks
• Nova Scotia at www.parks.gov.ns.ca
• New Brunswick at www.tourismnewbrunswick.ca
• Quebec at www.sepaq.com
• Ontario at www.ontarioparks.com
• Manitoba at www.gov.mb.ca/conservation/parks
• Saskatchewan at www.se.gov.sk.ca/saskparks
• Alberta at www.cd.gov.ab.ca/enjoying_alberta/parks
• British Columbia at http://wlapwww.gov.bc.ca/bcparks
• Nunavut at www.nunavutparks.com
• Yukon at www.environmentyukon.gov.yk.ca/parks/parks.shtml
• Northwest Territories at www.gov.nt.ca/RWED/parks
• Provincial and territorial wildlife departments (see the back
cover of this unit for information).
International Web sites for protected areas:
• Important Bird Areas (see www.ibacanada.com).
• Convention on Wetlands of International Importance (also
known as the Ramsar Convention (see www.ramsar.org).
• United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural
Organization (UNESCO) (see www.unesco.org).
Outdoor ethics is covered by:
• The Leave No Trace Centre for Outdoor Ethics at www.lnt.org/
programs/index.html.

Think about the Planet Music CD
See www.cwf-fcf.org for great environmental songs.
More Great Web Sites
Please visit these Web sites for resources about
wildlife, habitat, and protected spaces:
• The Atlas of Canada (see www.atlas.gc.ca). Search for “protected areas” to learn about Canada’s parks, reserves, and
internationally protected areas.
• Biodiversity Convention Office of Environment Canada
(see www.cbin.ec.gc). You’ll find a definition of protected areas
and an overview of issues and strategies in the “Issues” section.
• Canadian Museum of Nature (see www.nature.ca). Search for
the Canadian Centre for Biodiversity.
• Canadian Wildlife Service of Environment Canada
(see www.cws-scf.ec.gc.ca/habitat/nwai_e.cfm).
• Fisheries and Oceans Canada (see www.dfo-mpo.gc.ca/
canwaters-eauxcan). Look for information about marine
protected areas in the “Oceans Management” section.
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Contact Information
For more information about
wildlife and protected areas in
Canada, contact our National
Wildlife Week partners.
Provincial and
Territorial Governments
Alberta Sustainable Resource
Development
Communications Branch
12th floor, Petroleum Plaza
South Tower, 9915-108 St.
Edmonton, AB T5K 2G8
Tel.: (780) 427-8636
Fax: (780) 422-6339
Web site: http://www3.gov.ab.ca/srd
Wild BC
Habitat Conservation Trust Fund
Suite 100-333 Quebec St.
P.O. Box 9354, Stn. Prov. Govt.
Victoria, BC V9W 9M1
Tel.: (250) 356-7111
Fax: (250) 952-6684
E-mail: wild@gems5.gov.bc.ca
Web site: www.hctf.ca/wild.htm
Manitoba Conservation
Wildlife and Ecosystem
Protection Branch
P.O. Box 24, 200 Saulteaux Cres.
Winnipeg, MB R3J 3W3
Tel.: (204) 945-6811
Fax: (204) 945-3077
Web site: www.manitoba.ca/conservation/wildlife

New Brunswick Department of
Natural Resources
Fish and Wildlife Branch
P.O. Box 6000
Fredericton, NB E3B 5H1
Tel.: (506) 453-2440
Fax: (506) 453-6699
Web site:
www.gnb.ca/0078/fw/index_fw.asp
Newfoundland and Labrador
Salmonier Nature Park
P.O. Box 190
Holyrood, NF A0A 2R0
Tel.: (709) 229-7888
Fax: (709) 229-7078
E-mail: brendapike@mail.gov.nl.ca
Web site: www.gov.nl.ca/snp
Northwest Territories
Resources, Wildlife, and Economic
Development
Wildlife and Fisheries
#600-5102-50th Ave.
Yellowknife, NT X1A 3S8
Tel.: (867) 873-7765
Fax: (867) 873-0293
E-mail: gina_elliott@gov.nt.ca
Web site: www.nwtwildlife.com
Nova Scotia Department of
Natural Resources
1701 Hollis St., 2nd Floor
Halifax, NS B3J 2T9
Tel.: (902) 424-7708
Fax: (902) 424-7735
Web site: www.gov.ns.ca/
natr/wildlife
Nunavut Department
of Environment
Wildlife Management
Government of Nunavut
P.O. Box 209
Igloolik, NU X0A 0L0
Tel.: (867) 934-2052
Fax: (867) 934-2058
E-mail: environment@gov.nu.ca
Web site: www.gov.nu.ca/
environment
Ontario Ministry
of Natural Resources
Natural Resources
Information Centre
P.O. Box 7000, 300 Water St.
Peterborough, ON K9J 8M5
Tel.: English: 1-800-667-1940
Tel.: French: 1-800-667-1840
Fax: (705) 755-1677
Web site: mnr.gov.on.ca/
Prince Edward Island Department of
Environment, Energy and Forestry
Conservation and Management
Division
P.O. Box 2000, 11 Kent Street
Charlottetown, PEI C1A 7N8
Tel.: (902) 368-4683
Fax: (902) 368-5830
Web site: www.gov.pe.ca/
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Ministère des Ressources naturelles,
de la faune et des parcs
(Faune Québec)
Centre d’information
Edifice Marie-Guyart, r.-d.-c.
675, boulevard René-Lévesque Est
Québec (Québec) G1R 5V7
Tel.: (418) 521-3830 or
1-800-561-1616
Fax: (418) 646-5974
E-mail: info.sfp@fapaq.gouv.qc.ca
Web site: www.fapaq.gouv.qc.ca
Saskatchewan Watershed Authority
Park Plaza
2365 Albert Street
Suite 420
Regina, SK S4P 4K1
Tel.: (306) 787-0726 (office)
Tel.: (306) 787-5242 (education
specialist)
Fax: (306) 787-0780
Web site: www.swa.ca
Education Page:
www.swa.ca/Watershed
Education/index.asp
Yukon Department of Environment
Conservation Education and/or
Wildlife Viewing
P.O. Box 2703
Whitehorse, YT Y1A 2C6
Tel.: (867) 667-3675 or
(867) 667-8291
Fax: (867) 393-6206
E-mail: remy.rodden@gov.yk.ca
Web site:
www.environmentyukon.gov.yk.ca
Federal Government
Canadian Museum of Nature
Canadian Centre for Biodiversity
P.O. Box 3443, Stn. “D”
Ottawa, ON K1P 6P4
Tel.: 1-800-263-4433 or
(613) 566-4708
Fax: (613) 364-4022
E-mail: cdumouchel@mus-nature.ca
Web site: www.nature.ca
Parks Canada
25 Eddy St., 6th Floor
Gatineau, QC K1A 0M5
General Inquiries: 1-888-773-8888
E-mail: information@pc.gc.ca
Web sites: www.pc.gc.ca
Canadian Wildlife Service Offices
Headquarters
Canadian Wildlife Service
Environment Canada
Ottawa, ON K1A 0H3
Tel.: (819) 997-1095
Fax: (819) 997-2756
E-mail: cws-scf@ec.gc.ca
Web site: www.cws-scf.ec.gc.ca

Atlantic Region
Canadian Wildlife Service
17 Waterfowl Lane, Box 6227
Sackville, NB E4L 1G6
Tel.: (506) 364-5044
Fax: (506) 364-5062
E-mail: nature@ec.gc.ca
Web site: www.cws-scf.ec.gc.ca
Ontario Region
Canadian Wildlife Service
4905 Dufferin St.
Downsview, ON M3H 5T4
Tel.: (416) 739-5830
Fax: (416) 739-5845
E-mail: Wildlife.Ontario@ec.gc.ca
Web site: www.on.ec.gc.ca/wildlife
National Wildlife Week Web site:
www.wildlifeweek.org
Pacific and Yukon Region
Canadian Wildlife Service
5421 Robertson Rd.
Delta, BC V4K 3N2
Tel.: (604) 940-4700
Fax: (604) 946-7022
Web site: www.cws-scf.ec.gc.ca
Région du Québec
Service canadien de la faune
Environment Canada
1141, route de l’Eglise
Sainte-Foy (Quebec) G1V 4H5
Tel.: 1-800-463-4311
Fax: (418) 648-3859
E-mail: quebec.scf@ec.gc.ca
Web site: www.qc.ec.gc.ca/faune
Prairie and Northern Region
Canadian Wildlife Service
Environment Canada
4999-98th Ave., Rm. 200
Edmonton, AB T6B 2X3
Tel.: (780) 951-8700
Fax: (780) 495-2615
Web site: www.pnr-rpn.ec.gc.ca
350 Michael
Cowpland Drive
Kanata, ON K2M 2W1
Tel.: 1-800-563-9453
(613) 599-9594 (Ottawa area)
Fax: (613) 599-4428
E-mail: info@cwf-fcf.org
Web sites:
Canadian Wildlife Federation
www.cwf-fcf.org
WILD Education
www.wildeducation.org
Hinterland’s Who’s Who
www.hww.ca
Space for Species
www.spaceforspecies.ca
Wild About Gardening
www.wildaboutgardening.org
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